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On their way to the beach for a picnic, the Pig family encounters almost every kind of
transportation vehicle imaginable--and imaginary.
Animals drive a bananamobile, pickle car, hammer car, and even cheese cars, as well
as more conventional vehicles.
Mr. Frumble accidentally mistakes the local Busytown filling station for a car wash, in a
board book that comes with attached plastic wheels
Make family reading a regular and cherished activity with Richard Scarry's Cars and
Trucks and Things That Go and READ TOGETHER, BE TOGETHER, a nationwide
movement developed by Penguin Random House in partnership with Parents
magazine. It's time to start your engines in this Richard Scarry classic all about
vehicles! Buckle up for a fun-filled day of planes, trains, automobiles . . . and even a
pickle truck! Featuring hundreds of clearly labeled vehicles, this is the perfect book for
little vehicle fans from the one and only Richard Scarry. Don't miss READ TOGETHER,
BE TOGETHER week in July and be sure to celebrate the importance, and power, of
the shared reading experience between an adult and a child. Picture books in the
READ TOGETHER, BE TOGETHER program are available at a low price for a limited
time so that families everywhere can make the most of storytime. Other titles include: Horton Hears a Who (Dr. Seuss) - Llama Llama Misses Mama (Anna Dewdney) - The
Little Engine That Could (Watty Piper) - The Very Busy Spider (Eric Carle) - We're All
Wonders (R. J. Palacio)
Richard Scarry's Cars and Trucks and Things That Go: Read Together Edition
Richard Scarry's Best Word Book Ever
Richard Scarry's Cars and Trucks and Things that Go
Cars and Trucks
On their way to the beach for a picnic the Pig family encounters almost every kind of
transportation vehicle imaginable--and imaginary.
Richard Scarry's Cars and TrucksGolden Books
Animal characters introduce the many kinds of jobs held by the inhabitants of
Busytown, including brave firefighters, nurses, carpenters, busy housekeepers, and
many others
A split-page format book explores twelve unique vehicles--including Spotty Leopard's
school bus, Hilda Hippo's bathtub buggy, and Priscilla Pig's pickle truck--and allows
the reader to combine the pictures in different ways.
The Great Big Car and Truck Book
Mister Frumble's Pickle Car
Richard Scarry's Please and Thank You Book
Richard Scarry's Busy, Busy World
Richard Scarry's beloved Busytown characters are featured in this new lift the flap book that little ones
will adore. On each page, children will find big, easy-to-spot flaps that are designed especially for small
hands to grasp and lift. They'll love revealing the funny surprises underneath! In Huckle's Hide and
Seek, Huckle and Lowly have organized a surprise. But when it's time to go, Goldbug is nowhere to be
found. Is he playing hide and seek? Lift the flaps to find him!
Join all your favourite Richard Scarry characters in eight fun Busytown adventures! These collectable
mini books are available at the attractive RRP of $1, making them appealing to parents and children
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This collection of classic stories from Richard Scarry is filled with jet planes, rockets, spacecraft and
other things that fly! It's the perfect partner to 'Cars and Trucks and Things that Go'.
This really is the biggest word book ever - it's as tall as a toddler and packed with fun! Each beautifully
illustrated spread is packed with Scarry's charming animal creatures enjoying Busytown, carrying out a
variety of jobs, riding in their cars and trucks, trains and planes and generally enjoying life. Each spread
contains key words for the animals, objects, actions and more. Learning has never been so much fun.
Books have never been so big!
Richard Scarry's a Day at the Fire Station
Cool Cars
Richard Scarry's ABC's
Biggest Word Book Ever

In this book, we have hand-picked the most sophisticated,
unanticipated, absorbing (if not at times crackpot!), original
and musing book reviews of "Richard Scarry's Cars and Trucks
and Things That Go." Don't say we didn't warn you: these
reviews are known to shock with their unconventionality or
intimacy. Some may be startled by their biting sincerity; others
may be spellbound by their unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't
buy this book if: 1. You don't have nerves of steel. 2. You expect
to get pregnant in the next five minutes. 3. You've heard it all.
The pigs are off to the beach for a picnic but Dingo Dog is
driving terribly Officer Flossy is going to give him a ticket - if
she can catch him This is just the beginning of a mad chase
involving cars, planes, boats and even diggers.
Rhyming text and illustrations describe different kinds of cars,
including fast cars, police cars, taxis, and convertibles.
Charlie Chipmunk goes through each letter of the alphabet
trying to decide what to feed Hilda Hippo for dinner.
Colonial Trauma
Huckle's Hide and Seek
Planes and Rockets and Things That Fly
Richard Scarry's Busy Busy Cars and Trucks
Now back in print! Scarry's beloved Little Golden Book from 1959 introduces readers to an
exciting array of vehicles, from police cars and school buses to fire engines and motorcycles. Full
color.
Word Book.
A dictionary of more than 1,400 illustrated and labeled objects and actions common to children
Join Richard Scarry’s Lowly Worm as he introduces more than a hundred words in this board
book classic. From tree to sun and car to airplane, this is a perfect choice for children who are
beginning to learn preschool concepts!
Storytime
100 Reader's Opinions Richard Scarry's Cars and Trucks and Things That Go
When the Polls Lie
Richard Scarry's Busy Busy Farm

A fun-filled farm-themed board book from Richard Scarry--just in
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time for his 100th birthday! Little farmers will love putting on
their overalls and heading to work alongside rumbling tractors,
giant plows, speedy cornhuskers, and more! Full of colorful
vehicles and friendly faces from Cars and Trucks and Things That
Go, What Do People Do All Day?, and Busiest People Ever!, farm
life has never been so much fun! Also available Busy Busy Cars
and Trucks Busy Busy Construction Site Busy Busy Farm
Rudolf Von Flugel takes Huckle, Sally, and Lowly on a tour of
the airport.
"Animal characters journey to thirty-three differenct countries
and cities, showing thirty-three different
occupations."--Library Journal.
Colonial Trauma is a path-breaking account of the psychosocial
effects of colonial domination. Following the work of Frantz
Fanon, Lazali draws on historical materials as well as her own
clinical experience as a psychoanalyst to shed new light on the
ways in which the history of colonization leaves its traces on
contemporary postcolonial selves. Lazali found that many of her
patients experienced difficulties that can only be explained as
the effects of “colonial trauma” dating from the French
colonization of Algeria and the postcolonial period. Many French
feel weighed down by a colonial history that they are aware of
but which they have not experienced directly. Many Algerians are
traumatized by the way that the French colonial state imposed
new names on people and the land, thereby severing the links
with community, history, and genealogy and contributing to
feelings of loss, abandonment, and injustice. Only by
reconstructing this history and uncovering its consequences can
we understand the impact of colonization and give individuals
the tools to come to terms with their past. By demonstrating the
power of psychoanalysis to illuminate the subjective dimension
of colonial domination, this book will be of great interest to
anyone concerned with the long-term consequences of colonization
and its aftermath.
Richard Scarry's Cars and Trucks from A to Z.
The Cars and Trucks Book
Richard Scarry: Cars and Trucks
Richard Scarry's Busy, Busy Town
Little builders will love putting on their hard hats and heading to work alongside huge dump
trucks, gigantic bulldozers, powerful ditch-diggers, and more! Full of colorful vehicles and
friendly faces from Cars and Trucks and Things That Go and What Do People Do All Day?,
construction work has never been so much fun!
In Richard Scarry's busy world, there's always something new to discover. Not only do his books
encourage word identification and early preschool concepts, they also open kids' eyes to their
community and the wider world just waiting to be explored. We are re-establishing Random
House/Golden Books for Young Readers as THE home of Richard Scarry-both classic and
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Busytown-with our rebranded and refocused publishing program. This includes a fresh new look
and branding, reviving lost treasures from the backlist, and offering a variety of formats and
price points. Richard Scarry is and always will be a one-of-a-kind, timeless brand. It overtly
promises unparalleled quality, consistently delivering the biggest, best, and busiest experiences
for each new generation of kids.
British designer, Paul Smith, has created a stunning new look for his favourite classic children's
book, Richard Scarry's Cars and Trucks and Things that Go. This edition features a hardback
copy of the book in a wonderful interactive slipcase.
One night a puppy,who is always late coming home finds there is no dessert for him. On board
pages.
Richard Scarry's Busy Busy Winter
Best Word Book Ever
A Study of the Psychic and Political Consequences of Colonial Oppression in Algeria
Richard Scarry's Busy, Busy Construction Site
Spend an action-packed day having winter fun.
A miniature vehicle-filled alphabet book that starts with an ambulance
and ends with a zippermobile is shaped like Lowly Worm's applemobile.
On board pages.
Everyone is busy in Busytown - from train drivers to doctors, from
mothers to sailors, in police stations and on fire engines. Join the
fun in this beautiful picture book classic.
From bestselling and beloved author Todd Parr, a new book about all of
the different ways that cars and trucks help people and have fun. Some
trucks help on the farm. Some trucks help in the city. Some cars like
to drive in the snow. And some cars like to drive to the beach. All
cars and trucks LOVE to be on the ROAD! Todd Parr brings his trademark
bright colors and bold lines to his new book about cars, trucks, and
the occasional bus. In a fun collection of silly images, Todd explores
all of the ways vehicles have an impact on our daily lives, while
weaving in messages about positivity, the environment, and safety.
Readers will laugh along with the whole four-wheeled gang!
Cars and Trucks and Things That Go
Richard Scarry's Mixed-Up Cars & Trucks
What Do People Do All Day?
Paul Smith for Richard Scarry's Cars and Trucks and Things That Go
Slipcased Edition
Buckle up and hit the road with an exciting array of vehicles from the one-and-only Richard Scarry. All
your favorites are here; from cement trucks and pickle cars to motorcycles and fire trucks! Unavailable
for nearly two decades, little drivers will be eager to take this action-packed board book for a spin time
and time again.
A must for any bookcase, these sturdy, hard-cover storybooks combine basic concepts with familiar sights
and themes of a young child's world. Each book contains 24 pages of glowing, full-color illustrations that
will enchant and amuse for hours on end.
A series of stories featuring Huckle, Lowly, Pig Will, Pig Won't, and other characters who demonstrate
the good will generated by nice manners.
Drippy and Sticky, the raccoon house painters, attempt to paint the Busytown firehouse even as the fire
fighters are carrying out their duties.
Richard Scarry's Cars, Boats, Trains & Planes
The Poky Little Puppy
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Richard Scarry's Lowly Worm Word Book
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